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Global Client Advisory
An Overview of HaystackID’s Curatorial Approach to Legal Technology
Selection, Deployment, Workflow and Data Governance Consulting
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Global Client Advisory from HaystackID
Organizations today face escalating costs, unprecedented judicial and regulatory scrutiny,
and emerging and systematic security risks related to legal technology and data governance.
To support organizations as they address this issues, HaystackID offers expert and customized
consulting through our Global Client Advisory Group.
A Curatorial Approach to Legal Technology and Data Governance Consult
HaystacklD’s industry experts leverage decades of experience to directly assist organizations
with optimizing internal legal technology and planning around data governance needs.
Consulting programs feature specialized HaystackID client teams who work with you to
map and solve complex issues. We combine innovative thinking, with advanced technology
products with certified project manager and legal team to deliver thoughful and proactive
plans that help your legal operations teams deliver innovative thinking.
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Key areas of expertise include:
• Managed Services – Assessment, configuration, remediation, and fully-managed
services for corporate behind-the-firewall legal technologies. Supported technology
platforms include EnCase® eDiscovery, Relativity®, Nuix®, and Clearwell®.
• IaaS and Application Support – Cloud-based application support, including migration
and day-to-day management of services, analytics, pilots, and workflow assessments.
Current support for offerings includes RelativityOne®, Microsoft® O365, Exterro®
Orchestrated E-Discovery, and Veritone® OpenText®.
• Data Management – Includes services such as Microsoft O365 migration, data
mapping and classification, data lake remediation, PII audit, defensible disposition,
information governance initiatives, data sampling, data parsing, and legal hold
repository maintenance and management.
• Advanced Analytics – HaystackID Analytics experts and data scientists are here to
consult on advanced analytics and artificial intelligence such as technology evaluation
and selection, POC, case assessment, deployment, defensibility, workflow creation
and optimization, support and customized template and script creation (reporting).
Analytics is also used to facilitate the review process as it allows teams to focus on the
most relevant documents to make informed decisions on case strategy at a very early
stage.
• TAR Workflows – HaystackID offers comprehensive legal document review services in
support of FCPA investigations, privacy, litigation, audits, and compliance matters.
• Artificial Intelligence – The AI Lab (virtual sandbox) for emerging AI and data
intelligence assists in the discovery process including IBM Watson, Relativity®
Analytics and ECA, Brainspace®, NexLP®, Kira Systems®, Neota Logic®, Lexalytics®
(Salience Engine), ROSS®, Luminance®, Equivio®, Nuix®, and Veritone®.
• Audio and Video File Support – Utilizing the Veritone® technology platform,
HaystackID can provide audio and video file identification, processing and advanced
audio to text analytics.
• RelativityOne® – HaystackID is a Relativity® partner that offers RelativityOne
planning, implementation, training, deployment and support.
• Legal Technology – HaystackID’s legal technology selection includes RFP assistance,
process management and deployment, on-prem, cloud or hybrid solutions, SaaS
guidance, LaaS, POC assistance and virtual sandbox.
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Delivered as a component of HaystackID’s Enterprise Managed Solutions, specialized discovery
management services for corporations and law firms, our Global Client Advisory consulting
provides legal departments and law firms with immediate access to extensive expertise that
can help initiate, accelerate, and augment legal technology and data governance initiatives.

Learn More. Today.
Contact us today to learn how HaystackID Global Client Advisory can help you manage your
enterprise legal data and operational initiatives.

About HaystackID
HaystackID is a specialized eDiscovery services firm that helps corporations and law firms
find, understand, and learn from data when facing complex, data-intensive investigations and
litigation. HaystackID mobilizes industry-leading computer forensics, eDiscovery, and attorney
document review experts to serve more than 500 of the world’s leading corporations and law
firms from North America and Europe. Serving nearly half of the Fortune 100, HaystackID is
an alternative legal services provider that combines expertise and technical excellence with a
culture of white glove customer service. For more information about its suite of services, go
to HaystackID.com.
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